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 This is just a small FAQ FAQ with some answers of where to find some of the  
 items scattered around, I got these answers from the gamefaqs board of the 
 same game. 
 http://s1.cgi.gamefaqs.com/boards/genmessage.asp?board=33480&topic=5247127 

 If you have some submissions you can email me at nreysan at hotmail dot com. 
 Do not email me ASKING for an item since I DO NOT REMEMBER. 
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 dsxgate, phoenix66, koper 18, JonathanLeung, monteuno1, feather ask questions  
 and others answer. 

 If any of you want to see the different endings the game has you can try going 
 to this link: 
 http://www.vgmuseum.com/end/gba/b/pow2.htm 

 Where is the BOOMERANG ? 

   The boomerang is in Mojo's Tower. You can't get into the tower until after you help  
   Mojo escape from jail.  

 Where is the Lantern ? 
  
   The lantern is in the Bonsai Garden. Clear out Tokyo and the go back to the Bonsai 
Garden.  
   Beat the fish boss and then get the lantern. 

 Key - MAYOR Thing - where is MAYOR ? 

   The Mayor is either at City Hall or outside the museum, depending on how far you got in 
the  
   game. To get the Key to the City, find his speech and return it too him at City Hall. 



 Baseball Card? 

   The baseball card you get by trading with a kid on the playground at  
   Pokey Oats Elementary School. Get the football card and then trade with him. 

  
 Where is Harry ? 

   Harry is in the playground at pokey oaks. 

 Notebook?

   You have to go to the park and rescue the old lady's cat from the  
   top of the tree. the old lady then gives u a notebook. 

  
 Drawing? 

   Give the notebook to the girl in the classroom. she'll give u a drawing.  

 Where is the Wallet ? 

   Give the drawing to the second guard in the museum. he'll give u the wallet. 

 Newspaper? 

   For the newspaper: return the wallet to the guy outside the museum.  
   he'll give u the newspaper. 

 Pet Rock?
  
   Give the crayons to the girl at the zoo and she'll give u the pet rock. 

 Apple? 

   Give harry his lunch and he'll give u an apple. 

 Crayons? 

   Give the apple to ms keene and she'll give u the crayons.  

  
 Where is the tooth? 

   You get the tooth by beating up the Gang Green in the subway. 

 Where's the freakin' bottlecap?  

   Find all the acorns (ten in total) then go to the park. switch to bubbles and talk to 
the  
  squirrel, the squirrel should give u the bottlecap for the acorns. 



_/_/_/_/_/    Conclusion   _/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/ 

 If any of the board users wishes to be removed from the FAQ all he or she needs to do  
 is to email me asking me to remove them. 
 I don't take credit for the information on this FAQ. 

 Don't forget to pay a visit to The Video Games Museum at www.vgmuseum.com 

_/_/_/_/_/    Versions   _/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/ 

 Version 1.0 
 The start of this FAQ. 

_/_/_/_/_/    Thanks   _/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/ 

 dsxgate, phoenix66, koper 18, JonathanLeung, monteuno1, feather. 
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